



     September 3, 2021

     Plenary 7, Topical Group Highlights

     >> Good afternoon, the captioner is ready and standing by.
     >> You want me to do the recording or somebody else wants to
do it?
     >> It's up to you.
     I can start and end it if you want to.
     >> Okay.  If you'd like.  Thank you.
     >> Should I try to share the screen just to see if
everything is working fine?
     >> Yes, go ahead.
     >> Thank you.
     >> We can see.
     >> Thanks.
     >> We'll wait two more minutes and then we'll start.
     Okay.  So I think we can get started with this afternoon
session.
     We'll have presentation on many topical groups, 7, 8, 9, 10.
Starting with 7 on heavy ions.  So go ahead, thank you.
     >> Thank you, I will present on behalf of the EF07 group.
The group activities so far this year can be summarized in these
three workshops.  The first is a dedicated workshop that starts
in the EIC opportunities for Snowmass.  And the second one is an
opportunity for PO and O physics organized at CERN.
     And the third is heavy ion and new physics.  So the EF07
parallel session is organized that we listen to the highlights
from these two heavy ion workshops.  In the middle there is a
fresh talk, talk about the study of the E plus E minus jet and
the implication to EIC measurements.  And finally, a dedicated
talk for EIC physics and those were presented by the coordinators
in the group.
     So first of all, I will cover some of the highlights from
the heavy ions and the new physics workshop.  It's the second
successful workshop.  The first one happened in 2018.  That was
for the preparation for ESPP and results in a writeup we can
access here from the archive this workshop is including the
magnetic monopole search, axion-like particles, sexaquarks, dark
photons and soft new physics and long-lived particle search.
     In connection to cosmic ray showers and gravational studies.
     The first part I would like to cover is ALP search.  The
group has been working on the performance.  We have heard from
almost all the experiments available from LHC and the performance
was already presented in this workshop.  For those searches --
they rely on the large electromagnetic field which is up to 10 to
the 16th.
     With the new data, we had the opportunity to push the limit
and interesting potential observations.
     We can see also the performance for the tau g-2 where the





tau are produced through the use of heavy ion beam, it's a form
of photon collider.  You can see in this part here, shows that
suppose we have 2 to 20 -- collisions, this measurement of few
tau g-2 can be improved dramatically compared to the left
studies.
     Now moving towards the sexaquark.  This time we're relying
on the heavy atom collision itself to produce the sexaquark.
There is baryon density ratios that can be predicted by a simple
statistical argument.  It's a kind of dark matter because it's
based on this approach, the predicted ratio of the dark matter
and the baryon is 4.5 which is consistent with the expectation.
     So far it's not excluded and the search will be based on the
heavy ion collision and a potential neuro detector behind a
neutron absorber shell.  That sounds interesting.
     Moving onto the second workshop which was dedicated for PO
and the O collision.  More than 150 participants over five days
and this is in preparation for the physics case for -- this was
successfully done.  We had a potential pilot run to a special run
dedicated with PO and OO physics based on the new [indiscernible]
     And the first physics case which is important also for the
cosmic air shower is the potential collusion to the muon puzzle
in the cosmic air shower.  It is typical to predict
simultaneously the shower depth and mass which is X max and nu
which is the number of muons and mass.
     There is density which is very important information for
characterizing the cosmic ray shower.  And the experimental
accuracy is both the [indiscernible] uncertainties.
     And the measurements which we expected to be performed had
the LHC energies.  Can solve the divergent theoretical
predictions using the combination of LHC measurement and LHCf
which provides crucial information about the muon production in
cosmic ray shower.
     The second important physics case which was discussed and
was presented in this section is a PO and OO physics for the
study of pQCD.  The enhanced signal has been seen by these
collaborations by particle ratios.
     This effect, this enhancement is increasing the function of
the multiplicity which is not described by Pythia and is not yet
fully understood.  The opportunity with OO collision is it serves
as a bridge between the proton and the -- collision which nicely
bridges these to measurements.  And leads to a more detailed
study.
     Finally, the case was presented in the workshop, the jet
quench studies in small system.  An interesting picture emerged
when we had the first LHC data and the high PP collision
[inaudible].  There seems to be flow everywhere.  And everything
seems to be consistent with the -- this doesn't prove hydrol but
if you think there is a -- information, the interesting thing is
the multiplication factors in proton lab is about both one which
indicates no jet quenching signal.  That is puzzling and it will





be interesting to study in the immediate site, a signal which is
much more welcome compared to peripheral -- collision and that's
the OO collision here for the study of jet quenching requirements
in small systems.
     So then here we move to the E plus E minus measurements for
QCD.  This is the cleanest way to study -- jets.  And the
interesting thing is since the end of LEP -- there is significant
progress made in jet definition and jet algorithms.  Jet
substructures and observables have been explored.  Those
techniques are not yet used in E plus E minus and this work is
presented in the conference, in the workshop for the first time.
     This is jet spectral measurements with a very sharp edge on
the right-hand side.  That is attractive because this is enabling
us to understand the performance of radius dependent logs which I
mentioned and which is providing this sharp H there.  And also an
opportunity to test the event generators which are commonly used
in various studies.  You can see that the interesting thing is
that the simulation is not really producing the E plus E minus
data perfectly.
     That is probably an implication for future studies with EIC
or other collision systems.
     Now the jets at EIC.  This is going to be a jet factory as
well.  We hope to employ jets for the study of the 3D structure
and the evolving proton and ions.
     The first example measurements of this type, the lepton plus
jet is shown in the conference.  It's also discussed in other
sections.  The new H1 measurements which is available on archive.
This figure is also interesting by itself because we use
artificial intelligence based on -- probing for this kind of
measurement.
     And in addition, since the -- report, there are also a lot
of development studies of jet substructures.  The idea is we can
construct jet-based observable to be based on TI.  This example
is the TI jet using the construction of the WTA axis.  And --
this can enable us to do TMD studies.  There are many other
interesting -- the reactions are also explored with a jet
substructure, analyzers in the jet subgroup.
     Moving onto heavy flavor physics at EIC.  The effort has
been, the effort has been on many different -- for example,
parton propagation in the E plus A collisions and Hadronization
and in the charm jet into the picture.  Those are the examples,
demonstrations of performance parts.
     More than that, the heavy flavor analysis are also giving us
access to the nuclear PDF and heavy flavor schemes at EIC.  The
reason there are also new discussions on the physics potential
and also the detector requirements for the future EIC detectors
up to the development of [indiscernible].
     There are also additional heavy flavor observables discussed
in the workshop.  For example, heavy flavor dijets and Quark on
yum production and measurements of heavy flavor mesons and





Hadronization.
     Finally, the last part, the gluon saturation physics.  The
boosted proton is on the -- scale, the picture you will get is
very different.
     The excitement is with EIC, we can keep the Quark section,
the -- sensitivity but increase the saturation physics X up to
something like 300.  Because of the larger ions we are using for
the saturation physics studies.  That is very exciting.
     There are many different observables and inclusives.
Dihadron and dijet correlations, et cetera.  They were discussed
in the subgroup.
     In addition to that, there are recent events in the --
calculations.  We're trying to match TMD and CGC at small X.
     The problem is that it's valid when K -- is constructed by
this dijet to be much much smaller than the two -- with the
improved TMD framework, this removed that requirement and it can
be compared directly to the CGC calculation.  Then we have a
genuine contribution.  Before a direct comparison between TMD and
CGC will fold in kinematics.
     This event has been presented by Bjoern.  The kinematics are
sizable in this example.  And this is improved from the TMD
calculation and also the difference between ITMD and TMD cannot
be [indiscernible] due to saturation.  There are also others
presented in the workshop.
     Here are the summary and the plan for the EF07.  I have
presented you the ALP searches and performance studies at HIC.
Including ALP, monopole, tau, G minus 12 and sexaquark.  There
are many other studies that are in preparation for the Snowmass
documentation.
     Physics with pO and OO were presented with important data
for cosmic ray physics and reveal jet quenching effect in small
collision systems.
     Jet in E plus and E minus can have reference to pp, EIC, and
HI data.
     The yellow report has become public in EIC physics.  And new
developments in EIC detector design.  New developments in jet
related observables.  Advance in revealing the genuine saturation
effects and NLO computation and we're working on a Snowmass
document.
     And finally, the NP LRP timeline will be decided by the end
of 2021 and that's all, thank you.
     >> Thank you for this very comprehensive talk.  Thank you
for pushing ahead and for staying on time at the same time.
     So are there questions?
     So my question to you would be, can you give us an idea
how -- a lot of the studies that you presented here can be well
integrated into other topical group studies.  Studies from jets
to heavy flavor and electroweak and more.  What's the plan to
integrate them in their studies or integrate their studies into
yours.





     We will have time to discuss it later this afternoon but
just to have an idea.
     >> I think we have been discussing this over the last years
and will continue to do that.
     For those presentations -- with the search, also send those
into the corresponding EF groups for a compilation and
discussions.  So that's what we should be doing.
     >> Okay.  So we have time for more questions.
     Or suggestions?
     Not seeing anything.  I think we thank Yen-Jie again.  Oh,
Alassandro, did you have your hand up?
     >> I think I have my hand up.
     >> Things are moving on the screen.  I saw a hand that's
all.  I wasn't sure.  Yes, go ahead.
     >> I have two questions.  One is, are you working on anything
with photon/photon fusion heavy ion collisions.
     >> Yes.  I think we do have a large portion of the group who
has been working on the photon -- I mean collider -- yes.
     >> So this is something that will come probably also from
the LHC.
     >> Yes, that's right.
     >> Okay.  Thanks.  And the second one -- go ahead.
     >> I think it's interesting to find a way to summarize all
the studies together with other input from other groups.  So far
those results were presented in EF07 and it's interesting to
compare that performance with other studies.
     >> Okay.
     >> And the second question is more about your relation with
the cosmic frontier.  I'm imagining that the, all the work that
you're talking about on the muon puzzles and you're already in
contact with the authors of the LOI?
     >> Not yet but that's, thank you for reminding me.  I think
I should, of course, send this interesting contribution to them.
     >> I can help because I'm supposed to be the liaison between
the two.  Get in touch because there's a big, long thread about
it and I think that working together would be good.
     Okay, thank you so much?
     >> Thank you, Caterina, and I see a question from Simone.
     >> I wanted to follow up on the photon fusion.  I guess in
addition to -- there is the possibility of this process happening
in BP.  And I think I remember seeing a few, a paper looking at
high energy lepton colliders and photon fusion processes in those
regimes.
     So we should probably make sure we coordinate of where such
material would end up.
     So we don't forget.  So it doesn't fall into the cracks.
That is my point?
     >> Yes, that sounds very agreeable.  Thank you.
     >> I see Vitoria has a hand up.
     >> I have a comment on the strangeness announcement.  This





is typically something that people that are studying the problem
are bringing up trying to say that the strangeness enhancement
can't have a relation because we can't explain with current Monte
Carlo.  What I want to point out, this strangeness has been seen
in a region that is very small.
     If this is relevant or not for cosmic ray physics, one could
only see if a similar measurement would be performed in the
forward region.  Is there a plan for experiments on this?
     >> I think in principle in the forward region, we should be
able to explore these physics by looking to high state -- lepton
data for example.  They do have the capability to do so now.  The
other thing is that they can also access data up to 50 percent
centrality.  So it would be interesting to follow this up as you
said.
     >> Yes.  Also, another point, what is the upward plan for
this oxygen/oxygen run in the sense that, I know during Run3 they
will be given enough luminosity to these runs or what is the
status?
     >> Very briefly I refreshed this slide.  I think the plan is
to have one week run likely to be in 2024 indicating to the
physics of pO and OO physics.  And they're going to have narrow
band data [indiscernible] physics motivations.
     >> Okay, but nothing for high lumi.
     >> I think it depends on what we see with this run.  So
suppose it's something crazy, then we need to follow up.  But
this initial -- which we had in the workshop including these
three important topics, I think we have defined the luminosity
for the first one.
     >> Thanks.
     >> Okay.  So thank you very much Yen-Jie and we will move
onto EF08.
     >> Just getting my share started here.
     It's changing?
     >> I still do not see it in slide mode.
     >> How is that?
     >> Okay.
     So EF08 is the BSM model specific explorations group.  I
will talk about what we're doing and what our goals are.
Basically, the goal of the model specific explorations is to
consider a variety of models and do comparative sensitivity
studies of various collider scenarios, including results from
other groups in addition.
     There will be results from our group that are very
monospecific studies and also more general studies that can be
interpreted in a model-specific way.
     We take those comparative studies and interpret that reach
in a broader context.  And so one of the first things that we're
trying to work on and we've been discussing since before the
pause is exactly what models to include.
     Of course, SUSY is the elephant in the room or the big whale,





whatever you want to call it.  And then there's other things like
compositeness and extra dimensions and potentially leptoquarks
and we're seeking suggestions on what people think are the most
important.  And maybe I'll come back and touch upon that question
a few times throughout the talk.
     So what will the work in the group entail that we're
restarting now?  One is search sensitivity estimates.  The other
one is reinterpretations of sensitivity estimates from other
groups like long-lived particles as Higgsinos, et cetera.
     And then there's studies of model parameter scans and
comparisons to precision measurements, for example, pMSSM scans
to understand how precision measurements might constrain the
model space and to understand overall how well we're actually
probing the model space beyond the simplified plots that are
typically shown.
     So on what we've been doing before the pause we were
reviewing our whys:  But now we feel we need to think more
concretely in the next month or so about what are the
deliverables that we're really going to get from groups very
specifically.
     Because for our plots to make impact, they really need to be
effective comparisons that quantify the sensitivity differences
between different collider scenarios.  We need them to be good
and complete and well vetted by our broad community.  And they
need a coherent set of assumptions.
     So we need to get people to commit to making some of these
deliverables.  We would like to see presentations on those
deliverables somewhere in January.  So we have a couple months to
sort out issues and put things together in a coherent way before
the due date of our subgroup report.
     So the following slides have a lot of questions about what
we should be doing about plots, what these deliverables should be
and encouragements to make commitments.  So please e-mail us or
comment here about your thoughts.  This is really meant to be a
collective exercise.
     So here's the list of colliders that was shown on Monday.
And has been shown before.  And really we want to include this
list of colliders in our main model plots as appropriate.
     And in addition, there's questions about what other PP
energies we might want to include, like an FCC type system at 150
TeV or at 75 TeV.  This still seems to be an open question.
     So here is an example stop Quark limit plot that comes from
the European strategy group report where they did an excellent
job.  We need to start looking at these things and saying are
these what we want or do we want different things in I think a
lot of them are what we want because they did a good job.
     For instance, here, the way they captured the 2D space of
stop Quark versus neutrino for RP conserving is with a variety of
corners of phase space.
     A large mass splitting region and then where it's compressed





such that there is a three-body decay and more compressed with a
four-body decay and the limits of different accelerators.
     In the context of our energy limit, the previous table I
showed you is not referred to as the HE-LHC and L E-FCC.  Should
we remove those?  We would like to add muon collider plots.  I
think that is one of the key things from Snowmass that is
impacting these kinds of studies.
     And the other relevant experiments, for instance the gamma
gamma collisions mentioned in the previous talk might be an
interesting thing to include if it's relevant on some of these
plots.
     And then we want to review the source of the plots.  We
don't have to start from scratch, we can start from these and
review line by line as a group to see what we think is still
appropriate.  What results might need to be revisited, et cetera.
     And we need to do this in short order.  And of course, the
same is needed, this is the stop Quark plot, a similar one for
squarks and gluinos.  And the one thing raised this week, maybe
we want to think about this in the -- and in the energy frontier,
what about discovery reach.  All these plots are 95 confidence
level exclusion plots but we don't want to just exclude stuff, we
want to consider the discovery reach.
     In some cases for some colliders those are almost the same
thing and for others it is quite different.  Quantifying that
goes towards having a good comparison between different
scenarios.
     To be really concrete about what our planning exercise for
the next month or so is, we would like to start making tables
that say here is the name of a plot that we want to generate.
And here is a line on that plot that we need and then who is
going to give us that plot.
     So the answer might be, well, the European strategy was
sufficient and there is no need to update and we're done.  It's
complete.
     On the other hand, there are things that are not even
considered in the European strategy like muon colliders with a
low delta M line.  And then we need a group to commit to doing
that and we'll track their progress and see how they go.
     And so we'd like to build this list itself as a group
exercise in addition to getting groups to contribute to the lines
because we want to make sure that everybody is viewing this as a
coherent set of plots.
     Okay.  Here is another example just to add a few more
comments.  Here is an electroweak search summary plot where you
have the LSP on the vertical axis and the chargino or neutralino
with equal mass for the assumptions of this model on the X axis.
     And you see a variety of collider limits.  Again, we need to
converge on what HH limits, energies we want.  We want muon
colliders and other relevant.  But there are other things, like
for hadron machine results they're all in this plot based on the





three-lepton exclusions.  Meaning you search for signatures with
three leptons in them.
     But it's been recently seen since the opening strategy that
all hadronic strategies might be more sensitive in parts of the
plot.  So we want to seek out getting updates in that direction.
This is all hadronic meaning with a W or a Z decay to hadrons
instead of decaying to leptons.
     And again, we need to review each of these lines line by
line and consider these issues with discovery versus limits.  And
then another big issue that we really would like to change how we
describe things in the European strategy and have discussions
about it.
     Where is this plot is not a realistic model point.  So how
do you include realistic model points?  There is a variety of
things you can do.  We're working on these pMSSM scans and you
can see a talk this weak by Jennet updating people on that, where
the work on that is.
     So one idea is that maybe for each collider scenario, you
would have two lines.  One which corresponds to 95 percent of the
pMSSM models that are excluded and one that corresponds to at
least 5 percent that are.  So you can see the range of where you
start to have sensitivity to where you really excluded a large
fraction of the pMSSM models.
     And that sort of one of the ideas that we're thinking about
here.  It's possible that you would only just include the bigger
exclusion but I think it's interesting to include the range.
Because some colliders have bigger ranges than others.
     Okay.  Moving on.  Here is a compressed spectra plot.  This
is electroweak only also with NLSP is here and the mass
difference between the NLSP and LSP is on this axis.
     Natural scenarios often fall in this lower region here,
motivated by naturalness.  And so there are things that need to
be added here.  For instance, these plot, these limits up here
don't extend down to the lowest masses while at the same time
LH-LHC has some restrictions of analyses that can reach those
masses.
     There was a talk this week by Dibyashree showing new methods
of selection trying to target this region here with more of an
HL-LHC band.  But hopefully we can include sensitivity on FCC
based on that work.
     Another interesting thing is that European strategy, there
was this line down here which is based on monojets and it was --
the study was targeting when the delta M was really small and you
had no hope of seeing the K product of the NLSP decaying to LSP.
     You can see the sensitivity is such that it's interesting to
ask how high up in delta M does this go, because the sensitivity
is pretty good compared to this other study of not using monojet
but reconstructing the final state with two leptons.
     So it would be interesting to see how this might change as
you go up in mass because that could really say some powerful





things about what the sensitivity of such a scenario is in a
broad way.
     There are other things like no disappearing track on this
plot.  We might want to consider that.  That is being done in the
EF09 group but we can do a reinterpretation on the EF08 plot
space.
     Okay.  Then moving on for compositeness, we have less, we're
still seeking out what are the right plots to make.  These are
the ones from the European strategy group.  I'm asking more
broadly and hopefully people can give input, what are the right
set of plots?  If I had to pick four compositeness plots and not
more, what plots would I make and can we get limits from a
variety of collider scenarios for that?
     And then there's some overlap questions that we also have to
deal with, with whether this is an EF08 or potentially an EF04
topic and it probably depends on which plot or signatures we talk
about.
     For instance, the contact interaction and things might be an
electroweak thing.  But on the other hand, new top partners might
be more specifically oriented towards EF08.
     And then we have to ask, well, context of new top partners,
do we need to make a new set of limits for each collider scenario
for a top, a new top partner scenario?  Or is it sufficient to
look at the top squark plot because it won't be that different?
So that is something that we probably need to have some
discussion on.
     Then there's other contents that we'd like to include that
are more qualitative and discussion oriented.  We would like to
have a naturalness discussion because it's a key model motivator
in the energy frontier.
     We would like discussion of g-2 and other anomalies and
constraints and suggestions about models.  And also have some
discussion about uncovered models.  It might not be feasible to
have sensitivity limits from a wide variety of colliders for a
wide variety of models.  So we might have a wide variety of
colliders for some specific models like the ones I showed with
the pMSSM and then a wider variety of discussion for a wider
variety of models but in a more qualitative level without
sensitivity plots for every single collider.  The square of the
product of collider space times model space could be very, very
large.
     Right now we're still seeking inputs from the list of plots
suggesting models.  Trying to get maybe one or two RPV plots that
make sense might be a target.  Maybe something more in the
compositeness space.  Please give us suggestions.
     And let us know which specific lines on plots you are
pursuing.  LOL are not specific enough.  We want to build a more
concrete list of deliverables and make sure we know what is
coming and incorporate it appropriately and spot gaps in what is
coming.





     The other thing on a more procedural need is plan your Monte
Carlo needs now.
     Because you have to initiate the Monte Carlo signal
correlation.  Only the HH background is generated by the MC task
force.  All the signals and backgrounds from other colliders, you
either need to generate or in some cases the experiments have
generated them already.
     And please come to the EF08 meetings and give us input.
Okay.  That's it.
     >> Thank you very much for this very informative and clear
summary of your plans.  That could very well -- are there
questions?  Or comments that people would like to add to this
talk?
     >> I have a question related to, probably going from your,
the example you had on composite Higgs made me think about.  This
is a perfect typical example where you connect to things like the
inverse problem with groups like EF01 are studying.
     Is there any communication on these?  They are going to pick
specific models and study that and you as well as EF09 would be
the natural partners in that kind of study as well as the EF04.
So are you planning to pursue these together?
     >> Yes, we haven't had much communication.  What kind of
model were you saying.
     >> The study of the inverse problem that EF01 has wrote up
as one of their highlights.  Going from the constraints that you
get to constraints on the EFT operator to specific models and
back.
     >> Right.
     >> So how they compare, right?
     >> Right.  So --
     >> Specific models so you come to mind as the natural other
half of the dialogue.
     >> We haven't had much discussion with them on that.  We did
have a little discussion this week within our group about how to
implement the precision electroweak and the Higgs coupling
limits.  In particular, maybe we could look, the pMSSM scan might
be in place where we can bring those in, at least there, it's a
fairly straightforward thing to bring in, for example the Higgs
couplings.
     The EFTs I'm less certain about and that's a good point that
maybe we should try to discuss that.  I like that suggestion?
     >> It would be nice to have a discussion with them.  Other
questions or comments?
     Not seeing any.  Thank you again for this very nice summary
and we'll discuss more later in the afternoon.
     And now we move onto EF09?
     >> Okay.  Let me go ahead and share.
     >> We see them and we hear you.
     >> Okay.  Perfect.
     Let me see if I can -- okay.  You should see me now.  I





wanted to turn on the video as well.  I will give you a brief
highlights from EF09.  Here is the second of the BSM groups.
     So EF09 is more focused on more general explorations and
we'll see in a second what we mean with that.
     To start as a reminder, just before we started -- we tried
to figure out a few key focus questions that we want to address.
     So here is not a comprehensive list but it's a
representative list of questions that are the main focus of EF09.
     We look into new interactions in new matter content that
could be line up of the electroweak scale.  And to what extent
experiments can probe this.
     We have interesting long-lived and feebly-interacting
particles.  Especially trying to understand if there are
requirements for these types of searches.  And then there is, in
this, sort of, broad general exploration, we also are looking
forward to discuss more model-independent way to search for new
physics to make sure -- is covered.
     And of course, we try to address how to compare the
different results and ensure that they are complementary.  And so
on.  And we also have been looking to lepton flavor universality.
So if it's related, what is the interplay between the high energy
searches and other constraints that come, especially in the --
process frontier.  We interact with them on this kind of topic.
     To address these questions, we have been dividing our work
into four main areas.  Loosely defined like you see here.  And
these are essentially heavy bosons, so where you look for new
type of interactions and it includes the Z prime, W prime
searches.
     New matter content.  So new fermions.  Heavy neutral leptons
and vector-like Quarks and so on.
     And then we have one area dedicated to long-lived
signatures.  And this is per se a huge chapter because it's
significant if such a new particle is heavy or light and it has a
huge interplay with the detector design.
     And then finally we have this extra category under Exotica.
Inclusive BSM searches and interest in machine learning and
detection methods and I will show you some examples.
     Now we're in a space where we're trying to identify
important benchmarks, explore new collider options that were not
as much studied before.  And the idea is to really then try to
focus on the physics message connected to the focus questions I
mentioned before.
     And so in general before -- during the LOL period, we
received more than 70LOIs and before that more than 60 expression
of interest.  The two are heavily correlated but not completely.
     That was quite some time ago.  In the meantime, some of
these LOIs have results.  Some made progress but don't have yet
final results.  Some actually paused, some efforts paused but new
ones have started.
     To understand a little bit the situation, we launched a





survey to gather a bit of information about how the LOIs were
going, if there were new projects and so on.  So we want to thank
everyone who actually answered this survey that was very helpful
for us in planning the next meetings.
     We will highlight some of the contributions during this talk
in the following slides.  If you haven't done so already, let us
know by filling in this form.  This will help us in the future.
     I also wanted to mention that we had the parallel session
with the EF08 during this workshop with a few updates on selected
representative studies.  And we had a discussion on benchmarks
and main study plots.  This was a kick start of this discussion
and more of this will come in the next months.
     So before reviewing a little bit by area the activities, I
wanted to also highlight just a couple of organizational things.
     We are resuming our bi-weekly meeting.  Very likely the
first one will be on September 17th.  And the new time is noon to
1:30 p.m. eastern time.  This is Friday, yes, before Snowmass the
time is shifted by one hour.
     We think this bi-weekly meeting is crucial for us.  It
provides continuous feedback in both directions, both from the
community to us and allow us to give feedback to the community
studies and provides a forum to hear everyone's ideas.
Especially early career members.  We are happy with the three
updates during the parallel session, two of which were given by
early career members.
     We want to make sure the results are homogeneous in how
their presented and of course, help newcomers to get started.
     Our plan for the next months is to dedicate each meeting to
one area and try to really go deeper in discussing both
benchmarks and summary plots as well as having updates for the
respective area.  So we hope this helps in focusing the meetings.
And we hope that you will also convince you to attend the
meetings when an area of your interest is discussed.
     We also wanted to take the occasion to advertise that we are
planning a workshop joint with EF08, 09 and 10 during the first
months of 2022.  This will be useful to define the many
high-priority items.  It follows the steps of a very useful
workshop that we had in the past.  Like dark sector, lepton
flavor violations, dark showers and so on.
     More information on this will be available soon and
distributed.  Just a heads up that this is coming.
     Okay.  So just briefly going through the area, just giving a
few highlights.
     Starting from new resonances, here we're trying to narrow
down and set in stone what simplified models we want to use in
final states like dilepton, dijets and dibosons.
     And here the hope and aim is to layout the basic reach for
the standard on future colliders in a very comprehensive way as
much as possible.
     So you can see examples on the plot, an example of a Z prime





model.  And here you can see a muon collider.  We need energy and
collider benchmarks to use for these plots.
     We also want to make sure that we like the interplay between
direct and indirect searches.  There is an example on the plot on
the bottom right.
     And emphasis and have scanning energy collider parameters
and maybe explore more realistic, say, more complicated models.
     So the aim is to update these type of plots from the EPS
strategies.
     Just to give you an example of updates we had since the
post.  This is a few examples.  This is update on dijet
resonances.  One of the points I was mentioning, in this case the
reach is given for discovery on the left and exclusion on the
right plot.
     As a function, for instance, of PP collider center of mass
energy as well as integrate the luminosity.  This is extremely
helpful to give a nice overview of what the future might look
like and there are several models that are being considered.
     Similarly for new fermions, we're trying to converge on a
few selected benchmark models and come up with summary plots like
the one shown here as an example.  This is a current summary plot
and we hope to produce similar ones in the future.
     This is important because some topologies were not much
studies so we really hope that we can make statements on those
topologies.
     And there are many new results.  Even for instance on muon
collider, there is a nice paper on leptoquarks and we also have a
few gaps that we hope to list and call for contributions very
soon.
     So that we can actually have enough input to make such
summary plots.
     And again, just as another example, this is another
contribution that we wanted to highlight, a summary of another
contribution to highlight.  They are making quite some progress
looking for top Quarkness decays and diboson and Z resonances.
You see highlighted in red that they really are looking also for
interest experimentalists to join and I think this is part of our
follow up to make sure that we can put in contact the right
people together to have the highest possible quality of
contributions.  I wanted to mention this.
     Moving to long-lived particle.  There is quite strong
community interest.  We had 30LOIs on the topic of long-lived
particles that we received.
     This is a strong interplay with the detector design,
especially, sort of, we want to understand basically which
signatures have more demand in terms of experimental needs.  How
can we take advantage of new detector technologies so you have an
impact as well as, sort of, when it is, it's important to
consider this type of signature at the early stage of detector
design.





     Here is just an example, so there is a very large synergy
between the energy frontier and accelerator, in cosmic frontier
for these long-lived particle signatures.  Here I wanted to show
an example of a study, in this case for FCCHH.  To understand the
physics benchmark of long-lived particles.
     For more information we have a nice session during the CPM
meeting and Caterina showed a presentation on Monday where you
can find more information about this.
     In addition, we also want to make sure we compare future
collider options.  So we are trying to identify some must-have
signatures that we want to compare comprehensively.  Here is just
an example from a slide that we used during the discussion in the
parallel session on some short list of models and we'll have to
further trim this down.  Maybe one thing to highlight is we have
tried to choose models that can be useful for other topical
groups as well so we don't -- the different benchmarks across the
groups.
     And then finally, one other very important task for
long-lived particles is we want to achieve comprehensive coverage
with existing or near-term accelerator facilities.
     So we build out of the benchmarks that existed already.
Here we wanted to highlight a couple of recent contributions.
One example is the -- projections, which was published.  And
another item that we had a lot of progress, there were two
workshops with several different experiments that target
long-lived particle signatures.
     And we had a lot of progress towards TTR for experiment
proposals like Mathusla and other LLP dedicated experiments.
This is an extremely exciting field that has been providing a lot
of interesting things that we think we should highlight.
     This is one or two examples of updates.  This is a nice
efforts, future E plus E minus colliders where having a hidden
lepton sector is, like, what is the interplay with the detector
design.  This is extremely interesting because it's been looking
at Z plus Z minus as well.
     We have a contribution of novice signatures and how they may
sort of make us rethink a bit how to look for long-lived particle
in different signatures.  So this is sort of a set of cascades
with displaced vertices as an example.  I don't want to go into
the details but just wanted to mention.
     At the same time, finally, we really want to make sure to
look ahead early onto do our best effort to make sure we don't
miss unexpected new physics.  Here are new techniques that are
being used, for instance, machine learning tools.
     You can see a cartoon on the bottom left with you see
different model independence and different strategies that are
being used.
     And on the right, you see another example of very
complicated phenomenologists that can give rise to unexpected
signatures.





     And here just to highlight a couple of examples, we had a
nice talk from Julia during the parallel session showing an
anomaly detection with radiative return.  This shows how you can
advance such searches.
     And then we have updates on track-based trigger signature
looking at the shorter term as well as the longer term.  In this
case, a study that shows a strong interplay with the detector
design and this is looking at several different models that you
can see highlighted on the right here.
     And studies related [indiscernible].
     And much more than this.  I don't have the time to go
through, but we have studies on high energy E plus E minus
colliders and tau signatures and novice strategies to cover
compressed spaces of top Quarkness for instance in the right
corner here.
     Before concluding, we just wanted to say one additional
word.  As we've seen during the highlights this week, there is a
lot of interesting options for future colliders that went beyond
the European strategy.  One is physics for muon colliders.  We
have at least, I counted more than ten papers since Snowmass.
And more than 20 since Snowmass started.
     And we think this is very important to combine the
phenomenology study that try to be as compressed as possible and
realistic studies to prove the assumptions that we make are
reasonable.  Here at the bottom are examples of a study looking
at leptoquarks at muon collider, to understand if we can
reconstruct disappearing tracks.  And right shows a study done
into beam induced background at muon colliders.
     We have some interesting very high energy E plus E minus
gamma/gamma.  We lack comprehensive coverage, but we should have
it because it allows us to make some very key message.
     So concluding, as I said we have four key areas we are
focusing.  New results produced and we look forward to the
developments of other ones in the next few months.
     We want to increase the focus on in-depth discussions on key
summary plots.  And we also put in some emphasis on varying
energy and collider parameters and interplay with detector
design.  And there are still many activities that are in need of
new contributions.  We tried to spell that out as clearly as
possible.
     It's a great occasion for early career to get involved at
this stage and make a very big impact.
     And finally, a reminder, we start our meetings again every
two weeks on Fridays.  So we hope to see you there soon.  And the
BSM workshop is coming up as well.  Thank you.
     >> Thank you for this very illustrative talk on all the
activities that are going on in EF09.  It's nice to see this
workshop being organized for next year.  It's very timely and we
need this communication to come up with a cohesive view from the
BSM groups.





     We have time for maybe a few questions or comments.  Are
there any?
     I also think it's very nice that EF09 has been involving
young people, early career people.
     This is a letter that goes out to everybody to try to boost
that during this new restart phase-up of Snowmass.
     >> I don't see any.
     >> I don't see other comments.  Because we will have more
discussion later.  Probably nobody has a quick comment right now.
     So we thank you, again, and move onto EF10, dark matter
colliders?
     >> So this is a top certificate together with Yen-Jie.  And
you might have seen this before.
     But the philosophy is we start work according to guiding
principles to organize the wealth of dark matter studies at
colliders.  We need to do that to coordinate the work.  Benchmark
models can give different signatures so you have different
searches that live in topical groups.
     We need some guiding principles to put our studies in a
broader context.  So we categorize and analyze and do community
work in two categories.  The first is testing the WIMP paradigm
and exploring dark matter beyond WIMPs.
     This is something that was already said by, in a parallel
session.  We need broad and comprehensive search strategies
because we're not sure that any individual strategies is correct.
But we want to highlight what we think is plausible.  And
informed by potential considerations that were also mentioned in
the EF08 talk.
     We organized the work around benchmarks.  Because we end up
sharing work with other topical groups and frontiers, we want to
be as inclusive as possible and keep the eye on the big picture.
We look at dark matter interpretation of things that, of searches
that are potentially shared with other topical groups.  So we
want to have studies of common dark matter benchmarks where the
benchmarks are studied by other groups and frontiers.
     This is what leads to the big plots.  For this week, try to
provide technical help to collaborations and interested parties
who are starting work.  This is something that we get the help of
the Snowmass early career, both organizers and participants to
make this liaison.
     We want to not just have common benchmarks but have studies
that tie up potential differences.  These are not going to be
comprehensive because we can't study them all but we can
highlight different -- with different signatures.
     We want to study, pointing out novel and less explored dark
matter models.  For example highlighting uncovered phase space.
Following these three guiding ideas for our report, we have three
focus questions.  The first one is how can we best test the WIMP
paradigm?  In three ways, we can do it through the simplist and
minimal models.  We can also use more generic simple mediator





models.  They don't necessarily have fixed early electroweak
interactions or don't belong to a SUSY for example.
     The third one is through the Higgs portal.  This is shared
with the EF01, 2 and 3.
     Beyond WIMP scenario, we can't be comprehensive but we can
see what there is.  One idea is to use portals, privileged light
dark sectors and dark matter.  Focusing on less-explored
signatures of dark sectors that can highlight present and future
blind spots and then synergies and complement tarty between dark
matter colliders and others.
     In terms of detector data acquisition and design.
     I talked about the electroweak multiplets, simplified
mediator and Higgs portal.  We had comprehensive meetings before
the break on the first two topics and we want to organize with
the Higgs energy topical groups.
     And beyond the WIMP, this is something with different masses
and couplings with represent to WIMP.  Strongly interacting light
or dark matter.  And different portals with respect to the
simplified models LHC.  This has connections with rare de-quays
because we're probing different sides of the same portals.
     So before the break, there has been a lot of work on the
LOIs.  There is 44LOIs and you can find the links and titles in
the link.
     And what we were expecting is that most of the LOIs are
cross listed with EF09 and CF.  We have WIMP, nine, alternate 2,
et cetera.  We had a lot of meetings and we need to do the
displaced and dark sector.  So hopefully we can organize
something with the EF09.
     And the LOIs, of course, most of the LOIs except for some,
have been unopposed.  And we need to resume this course that we
had before.
       What happened during the break.  We worked on other things
that are relevant for Snowmass.  And we didn't organize a
conversation meeting, we organized other efforts.
     There is a Snowmass dark shower group.  It's a number of
people around the LOI on dark showers but they also invite people
to their meetings.  People that have related LOIs.
     And we had a talk at our meeting yesterday.  There's been a
lot of activities on muon colliders, especially WIMP at muon
colliders.  We had some connections with RFO6 but focus on LOI
that allows this comparison between WIMPs that are generally high
mass and also light or dark matter.
     This is something that these talks will cover also in the
next slides.
     There is going to be a new wino and Higgsino studies going
on.
     So the contributed talks, this is a short summary of what we
saw.  This is a god summary of the most active things that
happened.
     Wino and Higgsino muon colliders.  You set the density of





dark matter through the electroweak interaction, so in a way you
have masses of -- parameter for some of these models but owe know
where the mass will give you the correct density.
     And the interesting thing, there are many different
signatures at muon colliders.  There is the ones that we're used
to that are easy to recoil against visible objects.  But there
are more exotic ones.
     The one that was recently brought up is if you have the
right energy, you can make a resonance from dark matter particle
bound states and then decaying to visible particles.  Then you
have disappearing tracks.
     The results can be put into the context of direct and
indirect detection.  And there are lessons learned from the
studies that can be brought back to, F.  Beam background is very
significant at muon colliders.  This is maybe something that we
need to understand how to harmonize.
     On the right-hand side plots you see summaries of papers
that came out recently.  There are also more papers outs there
and more workshops that show also the muon collider is
competitive with FCC-hh for thermal WIMP scenarios.  There can be
direct action and direct detection that was only possible --
there is work on the LHC working group.
     We need to extend the current benchmarks in the European
strategy.  We use the couplings of order one.  This is something
that attracted a bit of criticism from other experiments because
they said it's too easy.  The reality is we're able to exclude
lower couplings but it was computationally intensive to do so.
     So doing this more efficiently means to rescale analytically
the existing constraints.  And there is a Snowmass white paper
about this with a reference document that covers different
topologies and provides the tools to do this.
     So there will be a co-repository as well.  And the message
for our white paper is that future colliders can probe lower
couplings not just order one couplings and also enable joint
discoveries with other experiments in this phase space.
     And finally, on the beyond WIMP, we had the dark showers
project updates.  The motivation for this signature is that you
can have non-abelian QCD-like theories, with dark confiner.  A
dark QCD and dark piles can be a dark matter candidate.  The
challenge is we know the QCD that we've seen before.  The QCD is
complicated and needs a standard model.
     There is a lot of possible free parameters and they're
leading to a fairly different signature space as you see in the
bottom right plot.  There is from trackless jets, emerging jets,
invisible jets and no jets.  This needs a bit of tidying up.
There is common work going on for existing benchmarks and they're
trying to figure out which benchmarks we want to use.
     There is a meeting on September 15th that will start a
conversation with some of the theorists that are experts in this.
     There is, of course, no decisions made in this group but





something could emerge to say and encourage other different
experimental collaborations to check a smaller number of Ben.
Marks.  A lot of times they don't check because there is too many
of them.  The group is preparing repositories.  They have shared
meetings and presentations on different LOIs.
     They have -- they participated in the LLP working group
joint sessions including discussions about new physics and they
worked on a tutorial.
     And this project example that is ongoing, that's the one
that we see more likely to converge, that distributions in the
colliders can vary depending on the parameters of the models.  So
do a mini scan of how the signatures can look like if one change
it is parameters of the model.
     And hopefully we get pointers to signatures in the white
paper.  It's not sure if we'll be able to have projections in
time because there are not many people working on this.
     We have a parallel session that was on Tuesday where we
talked about summary plots that can be joined to RF06ment they're
organizing their benchmark in final state plus portal.  You can
see how the dark matter is produced and the decays and the
structure of dark sector.
     This is something that will be discussed in RF06 but our
simplified methods are fitting in those boxes.
     We can make joint plots, for example, the vector port where
you have a ratio between a mediator and the dark matter on the X
axis and some combination of the couplings and the mass on the Y
axis where you see the different mass and coupling ranges are
reached by different kinds of experiments.
     So you have the precision experiments and also there is
going to be the direct detection experiments on this side but if
you want to go with higher masses, you need high energy
colliders.
     This is an improvement from the European strategy where we
didn't have these plots.
     There are various complementarity in Higgs portals.  There
are models where the work was focused on high L-LHC but there is
much more work down in the context of the European strategy.
     This is the standard plot on the right-hand side of the
Higgs portal compared to direct detection.  And then the inner
coupled model, it gives a different message.  Different
experiments can prove different parameters of the same model.
     In some specific model you can do global fits together with
direct detection or indirect detection and find model points that
are available.
     What are we doing next?  Resuming monthly meetings.  We're
doing that also because we want to attend more of the other
frontiers and let our contributors attend more of the other
frontiers and the topical group meetings.  So we show up at your
meetings rather than have too many of ours.  This is our schedule
until November.  To potential contributors, don't hesitate to





bring them to our attention.
     We will not be able to include in white papers what we don't
know about.  So come to us, please.
     We are expecting to resume the discussion for dark matter
complimentarity.  I think we're starting more of less this month.
And we're discussing as you've seen for joint EF8, 9, and 10
workshop in early 2022.  Thanks.
     >> Thank you, Caterina for this nice summary of the many
activities that EF10 has been doing.
     There is a lot of interconnection between so many different
things and frontiers and topical groups.
     Before we go on break for a short while and resume our
discussion all together, do we have questions specific for EF10?
     I don't see any hand raising.  So I guess we can stop now
and resume at 3 p.m. where we will have a common discussion all
together about the final -- and how to present results.
     So we will resume at 3 p.m. in the same Zoom room.  Thank
you, everybody.
     >> Thank you, Laura.
     >> Thank you.
     For the closed captioning, I think this would be the last
session, right?
     >> Yes, I think so.  Because the next is discussion --
     >> Thank you very much to everyone at White Coat Captioning.



























